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The historiography of the Kyiv-Mohyla Collegium (Academy), Moscow Slavic Greek Latin Academy, and the Chernihiv, Kharkiv, and Pereiaslav Collegiums comprise hundreds of works where many valuable ideas and observations have been accumulated. At the same time, a number of diverging judgments coexist in literature regarding certain key characteristics of these educational institutions, such as estate-based vs. socially inclusive (soslovnyi or vsesoslovnyi) or progressive vs. archaic. Some of these interpretations date back to the nineteenth century and are still treated as axioms today. The purpose of this article is to discover the main enduring historiographical stereotypes that influence how the nature of the Orthodox academies (collegiums) in the Eighteenth-Century Russian Empire is understood and to offer an explanation for them. By pinpointing differences in the interpretation of the characteristic features of the academy (collegium) model such stereotypes are identified. The common post-Soviet approach to the analysis of historiography, which involves segregating periods of study and grouping works by the topic or level of generalization, means that historiographical overviews rarely touch on the issue of the essential traits of an educational model. Evaluations of these institutions in terms of semantic-structural and semantic-axiological dichotomies, such as East-West, indigenous-alien, or progressive-archaic, I view as obsolete. Overcoming rigid linear oppositions and reorienting research towards interpenetration as opposed to unyielding polarity will help us better to understand the peculiarities of the phenomenon of the Orthodox academy (collegium) and to compare its features to the basic features of the analogous Western European educational institutions, such as the Jesuit collegium or pre-classical university.
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Историография Киево-Могилянского колледжа (академии), Московской славяногреко-латинской академии, Черниговского, Харьковского и Перемышльского колледжей насчитывает сотни работ, накоплено немало ценных выводов и наблюдений. При этом в литературе существует ряд противоречивых оценочных суждений, относящихся к ключевым характеристикам этих образовательных институтов («сословные» / «всесословные», «прогрессивные» / «архаичные» и т. п.). Некоторые из оценок возникли еще в XIX в. и сегодня используются авторами как аксиомы. Это свидетельствует о слабости историографической рефлексии, о наличии различных методологических подходов, которые далеко не всегда осознанно применяются исследователями. Цель статьи — выявить основные устойчивые историографические стереотипы, влияющие на трактовку сущности православных академий (коллегиумов) в Российской империи XVIII в. и предложить их объяснение. Фиксация таких стереотипов осуществлялась путем установления различий в трактовках характеристик особыхностей модели академии (коллегиума). Распространенный на постсоветском пространстве подход к анализу историографии с выделением периодов исследования (дореволюционный, советский, современный) и группировкой работ по темам или степени обобщения (по истории образования или церкви, конкретного учебного заведения или развития образования и культуры в целом) приводит к тому, что в историографических обзорах редко затрагивается вопрос о сущностных характеристиках образовательной модели. В результате и сегодня продолжают применяться определения уровня программы обучения в академии (коллегиуме) в категориях «общеобразовательный», «средний», «высший». Проявлением устаревшего подхода автор считает попытки оценивать эти учебные заведения, ориентируясь на дуальные семантико-структурные и семантико-аксиологические оппозиции: Восток — Запад, «свой» — «чужой», прогрессивный — архаичный. Преодоление жестких линейных оппозиций, переориентация исследования на взаимопроникновение и разрушение противостояния vis-à-vis позволит лучше понять особенности феномена православной академии (коллегиума), а также сопоставить их с признаками аналогичных западноевропейских учебных заведений (иезуитский коллегиум, доклассический университет). Такой подход дает возможность проследить направления трансфера идей и опыта, выявить механизмы адаптации европейских культурно-образовательных форм и традиций на восточноевропейском пространстве.

**Ключевые слова:** история образования, Киево-Могилянская академия, Московская славяно-греко-латинская академия, православный коллегиум, доклассический университет, иезуитский коллегиум.

In the eighteenth century, the most important educational centers in the Russian state, influencing all aspects of cultural life, were the Kyiv-Mohyla Collegium (Academy) and Moscow Slavic Greek Latin Academy. No less significant, though not as widely

---

1 The Kiev (Mohyla) collegium received the status of “academy” first in the Polish Commonwealth and then in the Russian state as well.
known, were the three Orthodox collegiums — in Chernihiv, Kharkiv, and Pereiaslav. Their founders used the Kyiv-Mohyla Academy as the basic template. The historiography of these establishments comprises hundreds of works, including many specialized studies dealing with different periods in their history, their curriculum, pedagogical practices, faculties and student bodies, cultural impact on the wider society, and prominent personalities. Many valuable ideas and observations have been accumulated over more than a hundred years of research on these and other topics. But at the same time, a number of contradictory judgments and interpretations regarding the typology and basic features of these educational establishments continue to exist in the literature side by side. Some controversial definitions of the Orthodox academies and collegiums were put forward in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries and are still in use today: estate-based (clerical) vs. socially inclusive (soslovnyi/vsesoslovnyi); progressive vs. archaic. The educational stage, which these institutions corresponded to, has also been estimated differently, with the use of such terms as “general,” “secondary,” or “higher education” (obshcheobrazovatelnyi, srednii, or vysshyi). Unfortunately, many long-lived historiographical clichés are still employed by scholars without reflection, as axioms.

Such a considerable range of definitions applicable to the distinguishing features of this type of educational institution, in our view, is indicative of something of a methodological crisis, and the established historiographical commonplaces have to be replaced. The coexistence of diametrically opposed views concerning the basic characteristics of these schools signals a “methodological confusion” and calls into question the use of a number of existing interpretations in the study of the more general educational and cultural developments in the eighteenth-century Russian Empire. Serious divergences in assessment make it difficult to analyze and, even more so, compare educational and cultural phenomena in the west and east of Europe.

The purpose of this article is to locate the main persistent historiographical stereotypes influencing the interpretation of the nature of the Orthodox academies (collegiums) and to offer an explanation for them. We identify such stereotypes by establishing a number of defining points in the discussion of the parameters and characteristic features of the model of the academy (collegium). The checklist of these “markers” does not always coincide with the repertoire of questions that have at different times become objects of

---

2 Appeared (in that order) in 1700, 1726, and 1738. There were no other “Orthodox collegiums” in the Russian Empire. Further, in the documents of the Synod they were often referred to as “academies.” For the Kyiv Academy, along with the term “academy”, such names as “collegium,” “collegia,” and “schools” are found in the paperwork of the Synod throughout the eighteenth century.

scholarly reflection. We believe that accomplishing our goal will make it possible not only to evaluate more correctly the phenomenon of the Orthodox academy (collegium) itself and to verify the existing interpretations, but also to incorporate this institutional model into the general course of the development of education in Central and Eastern Europe in the eighteenth century.

1

First of all, it appears necessary to identify the historiographical “framework” that up to this day has defined the parameters of the study of theological schools in the eighteenth-century Russian Empire. We should note that the common post-Soviet approach to the analysis of historiography, which involves differentiating periods of study (pre-revolutionary, Soviet, and post-Soviet) and grouping works by degree of generalization (history of education or church history, history of a particular academy), means that the cardinal “points of tension” disappear from view, and no polemics develop around them. In studying the details of the instructional process, specifics of the course offerings in connection with the development of scientific knowledge, or the work of particular personalities, scholars have often been unconcerned about correlating the data they received with the typological characteristics of the school. On the other hand, the conclusions of researchers working on school courses of rhetoric, poetics, philosophy, and theology, and using highly specialized methods in their analysis of lecture notes and manuscript books are not always taken into account by historians dealing with more general issues of education. The prevalence of this or that stereotype can also be conditioned by the current general approaches to the history of education, which, in their turn, are part and parcel of the socio-cultural context of their era. Let us turn to the identification and analysis of these basic approaches. Given the extensive historiography, in this article we will limit ourselves to typical examples taken from different periods of study.

2

The efforts to fit the curriculum of the Orthodox academies and collegiums into one of the stages and varieties of modern formal education — “general,” “secondary,” or “higher” — stem from the desire to determine their place in the “educational system” of the Russian Empire in the eighteenth century. The urge to build a similar “system” was evident

4 Rare exceptions are those works in which the academies are shown in connection with the development of the European academic (university) tradition: Sazonova L. I. Vostochnoslavianskie akademii XVI–XVIII vv. v kontekste evropeiskoi akademicheskoi traditsii // Slavianovedenie. 1995. No. 3. P.46–61; Andreev A. Yu. Nachalo universitetskogo obrazovaniia v Rossii v otechestvennoi i zarubezhnoi istoriografii. P.157–169.

In scholarship as early as the nineteenth century. In those cases where authors outlined a succession of “educational rungs,” they sought to fill them with specific types of schools, which also meant trying to place into the “system” the educational establishments that are the subject of our article. Regarding the “academy,” nineteenth- and twentieth-century historians were unanimous in classifying it as an institution of higher learning. At the same time, the curriculum level of the “collegium” was identified by most nineteenth-century authors as “higher,” with only some relegating it to “secondary education.” Opinions of Soviet and present-day historians have varied. One can come across definitions of collegiums as schools of “higher” or “secondary education” or “establishments of higher type”.

It is notable that, even when the fact is acknowledged that in the eighteenth-century Russian Empire the educational system as such did not yet take shape, modern students of the history of education often insist on drawing a line from the primary link in the educational chain through the secondary (collegiums) to the higher (academies). Still, in the last decades we have been able to observe a certain expansion of the categorial apparatus. Thus, in present-day Russian historiography some authors call the eighteenth-century Kyiv and Moscow Academies “higher specialized educational institutions,” and others — an embodiment of the “general-education school,” which, even while offering classes in theology, did not pursue only narrowly professional goals.

Until the end of the eighteenth century, a system of education in which schools would correspond to clearly defined stages, and a continuity of rungs would be observed did not exist in the Russian Empire (although several projects were prepared and certain steps were taken in this direction). All the elements necessary for a “system” came together only at the beginning of the nineteenth century in the course of the large-scale reforms in the field of education that unfolded at the time. But more importantly, we should not forget that the eighteenth-century academies and collegiums, as syncretic institutions, incorporated under their roof several stages of formal education, from elementary to “higher” sciences (philosophy and theology). That is why their “diplomas” issued to students

---


methodically listed the courses (“schools”) each student had completed. Such a common trope, found in many works today, as naming renowned personalities who “graduated from the academy” without specifying the “school” of sciences in which these individuals obtained their education does not provide sufficient understanding of the level of knowledge gained. Applying the terms “secondary,” “higher,” or “general education school” to the academies and collegiums of the eighteenth century leads to modernization of the past in later-period categories and ignores the actual early modern educational practices.

The second dimension of the ongoing academic discussion regarding this educational model is connected with the interpretation of the character of the Orthodox academy or collegium as either “estate-based” or “pan-estate” / “estate-neutral” (socially inclusive) (soslovnyi, vsesoslovnyi, or vnesoslovnyi). In the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, historians wrote a lot about the “pan-estate (socially inclusive) nature” (vesoslovnost) of Kyiv Academy and the collegiums as their characteristic trait, distinguishing them from seminaries and other schools in the Russian Empire. It would seem that during the Soviet period the dominant class approach would have required historians to take an unequivocal stance on this question, but, notably, we continue to observe diametrically opposing assessments in Soviet historiography. Parallel definitions of these educational institutions as either “estate-based clerical establishments” or “pan-estate (socially inclusive) educational institutions” persisted. Surprisingly, we still find such characterizations in academic literature — used as a rule without any reflection, as self-evident. Today, most researchers call Kyiv Academy and the collegiums “pan-estate (socially inclusive) centers of enlightenment”\(^1\), although in specialized works one can sometimes come across such definition as “estate-neutral (socially inclusive) theological institution”\(^2\). In descriptions of Moscow Academy, this feature has not been brought to the forefront. Significantly, one of the latest special works on the subject concludes that Moscow Academy was a pan-estate (socially inclusive) higher institution in the first half of the eighteenth century, but later on “the status of a clerical educational establishment began to be attached to it”\(^3\).

It should also be clarified that the “estate” character of a school in this case traditionally means the inherited status of those who attended it. However, it is important to consider this problem not only in terms of the opportunities and desire on the part of members of different estates to study at these academies (collegiums), but also in terms of their prospects to leave “their own” estate. As far as Kyiv Academy and the collegiums are concerned, recent studies testify that throughout the eighteenth century they could be attended by people of different estates, and all of them (including students of clerical and Cossack descent) after graduation had extensive opportunities to gain secular office and change their estate status\(^4\).

\(^3\) Larionov A. A. Reformy Moskovskoi Slaviano-greko-latinskoi Akademii (vtoraia chetvert XVIII — nachalo XIX v. ) v kontekte razvitiia vysshego obrazovaniia v Rossii. P.75, 78.
\(^4\) Iaremenko M. “Akademіki” ta Akademіia. Sotsіalna іstorіa osvіti i osvіchenostі v Ukrainі XVIII st. P.416–426. — As for the Moscow Academy, conclusions have been advanced concerning changes in the
The same line of discussion continues in the attempts to evaluate the general tendency and nature of teaching in the collegiums within the framework of the “progressive-archaic” dichotomy. Naturally, Soviet scholars were unanimous in interpreting the academies and collegiums as archaic institutions. But even in the latest historiography, one can come across the opinion that in their structure and the direction of their curriculum these schools belonged to the archaic type\(^{19}\). In this regard, it is important to note that the epithet “archaic” is used when the Orthodox academies and collegiums are juxtaposed with the model of the “classical” university, whose features started to take shape in the second half of the eighteenth century. But the era of the “classical” university would truly begin only at the turn of the nineteenth century. Therefore, the Orthodox academies and collegiums should rather be compared to the corresponding “pre-classical” stage in the evolution of the European university and to other types of educational establishments in early modern Europe (as is well known, the “pre-classical” university and the church were so inextricably linked that trying to draw a boundary between them would be pointless; this type of university is often referred to as “clerical”).

\(^4\)

The assessment of the Orthodox academies and collegiums depends on scholars’ answer to another question — whether this was a borrowed model or the result of indigenous creative efforts. Already in the nineteenth century, historians working on Kyiv-Mohyla Academy and the collegiums noted and began to analyze the common features of Orthodox and Jesuit collegiums. A study by the Polish historian A. Jabłonowski generated discussions in its time for the stress on the colossal influence of Kyiv-Mohyla Academy as an intermediary in the translation of the Jesuit teaching conventions onto the broad expanse of Eastern Europe\(^{20}\). During the same period, in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, Russian/Ukrainian scholars concluded that Kyiv-Mohyla Academy and the Orthodox collegiums adopted the Jesuit model and the Western European (Jesuit) educational tradition\(^{21}\). It was this train of thought that prompted historians for the first time to raise the question of the content of the terms “collegium” and “academy” and stimulated closer comparisons with Jesuit and other schools\(^{22}\). In essence, Jesuit and Orthodox collegiums began to be viewed as phenomena of the same nature (although at the turn of the twentieth century this idea was not so clearly articulated).

In the history of Moscow Slavic Greek Latin Academy, the arrival of “Kyiv scholars” was associated with the beginning of a new, “Latin” period, as opposed to the previous


“Greek” one\textsuperscript{23}. Further, as early as the nineteenth century, some scholars observed that the acceptance of the “Latin template” led to the distortion of the national norms\textsuperscript{24}. Soviet historiography typically denied any orientation toward Jesuit schools as models for imitation in the Slavic lands in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries and tried to emphasize indigenous priorities rather than study the mechanisms and effects of Western cultural influence\textsuperscript{25}. An approach stressing the struggle between two directions of “enlightenment” (“Greek” and “Latin”) as the dominant thread running through the early modern educational developments is characteristic of modern Russian historiography as well\textsuperscript{26}.

As part of the emergence of a new national narrative, the most recent Ukrainian historiography has begun to write about the articulation of the “Ukrainian type of education” and “the making of a national school of higher type” as the chief regional trend in the eighteenth-century education\textsuperscript{27}. However, the thesis about the progressive “Ukrainian model” can also be found in a very recently defended Russian dissertation on this topic\textsuperscript{28}. And yet, the “Latin” schools and medieval and pre-classical universities of Europe did not have a “national” coloring\textsuperscript{29}. Regionalization intensified in line with the confessionalization of education in the Reformation era and its aftermath, and strictly national models are a phenomenon of a later time.

Recognizing the significant influence of Kyiv Academy, Russian historiography nowadays often puts forward a thesis that the problem of higher clerical school at the turn of the nineteenth century lay in its “historically developed dependence on the Western scholastic tradition”\textsuperscript{30}.

The key discussion points mentioned above, in our view, testify to the crisis of those approaches that have focused on trying to evaluate educational institutions on the basis of dual semantic-structural and semantic-axiological oppositions: East-West, indigenous-alien, or progressive-archaic. Overcoming rigid linear oppositions and reorienting research toward the fusion and erosion of contrarieties will make it possible not only to better understand the peculiarities of the model of the educational institutions in question

\textsuperscript{24} Vladimirskii-Budanov M. Gosudarstvo i narodnoe obrazovanie v Rossii XVIII veka. Iaroslavl’, 1874. P.IV.
\textsuperscript{30} Sukhova N. Iu. Vyshchaia dukhovnaia shkola: problemy i reformy (vtoraiia polovina XIX veka). P.52.
and to compare them to the features of analogous Western European schools, but also to trace the directions of transfer and to identify the mechanisms involved in the adaptation of Western European cultural and educational forms and traditions to the Eastern European terrain.

Still, as V. Friyhoff has rightly noted, we should recognize that problems with typology and difficulties in using the traditional terminology, especially in defining the term “university,” are most evident in Eastern Europe31.

Efforts to initiate a conversation about the Orthodox academies from other methodological positions, using terms and approaches developed in the twentieth-century European historiography of universities, arose in the late 1980s and early 1990s. Ukrainian and Canadian historians began to compare the results of the study of the history of educational institutions and instructional practices in the Ukrainian lands with the conclusions of “Western” historiography concerning the European humanistic school and universities of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries32. In the subsequent years, Ukrainian historiography clearly showed a desire to take into account the common European achievements in the history of education when describing the model of Kyiv-Mohyla Academy33. A vivid example of a consistent application of the comparative approach to the history of education in the eighteenth and first half of the nineteenth centuries in Russian historiography is a monograph by A. Yu. Andreyev, offering a comparative history of European and Russian universities34.

We feel compelled to mention here a few other important works that have particularly influenced this type of scholarly inquiry in the post-Soviet terrain. Among them is a fundamental general work by European scholars on the history of the university, considering it a social institution 35. Several works by J. Kusber are devoted to the transfer of educational forms and ideas from Western Europe to Russia 36. Equally important is the emphasis on the role of educational institutions in the penetration of Enlightenment ideas (pietism, rational philosophy) into the Russian Empire 37. Studies of Jesuit education in the

---

34 Andreev A. Yu. Rossiiskie universitetы XVIII — pervoi poloviny XIXH veka v kontekste universitetskoi istorii Evropy.
Polish Commonwealth by modern Polish historians have enhanced our understanding of the nature of the model of Kyiv-Mohyla Academy and other schools in Ukraine and the directions of their evolution. It is currently a widely held opinion among Ukraine’s early modern historians that Kyiv-Mohyla Academy, Chernihiv, Kharkiv, and Pereiaslav collegiums had a genetic connection with the Jesuit collegiums of the Polish Commonwealth, which manifested itself in all elements of the organization and content of instruction and guidance. Many authors regard Kyiv Academy as a fully “western” educational institution, in both content and forms of instruction. At the same time, a synthesis of the achievements of European education on the basis of the Orthodox-Rus’ cultural tradition is noted. Among modern scholars, there is now a broad agreement that the status attained by Kyiv Academy after gaining its privileges was similar to the status of a university-type institution that had evolved in Western Europe in the earlier centuries, to a higher-education establishment, or “true university.”

Many Russian historians today see Moscow Slavic Greek Latin Academy as a “university” (“pre-classical” university more precisely). This idea is found in a number of works by A. P. Bogdanov, B. L. Fonkich, A. Yu. Andreyev, and A. A. Larionov. A. Yu. Andreyev associates the concept of “Orthodox university” with the phase of confessional universities (such as Catholic, Lutheran, or Calvinist) in Western Europe. The term “Orthodox university,” in his view, implies the status of Orthodoxy as the school’s official religion. This term is not identical to “clerical university” or “university of the Russian Orthodox Church.” It is broader because the university was created with the participation of both church and state and served the interests of both — quite like other universities of the “pre-classical” era.

However, the formulation of this important thesis did not end the discussion. Thus, A. Andreyev pointed out that “it is not entirely clear just to what extent the features of the ‘pre-classical’ university were really reflected in the practice of Moscow Academy at the


43 More on these and other studies: Andreev A. Iu. Nachalo universitetskogo obrazovaniia v Rossii v otechestvennoi i zurubezhnoi istoriografii. P. 167.

beginning of the eighteenth century. N. Yakovenko and M. Yaremko expressed a similar idea with regard to Kyiv Academy, observing that its real status in the Russian Empire was not on par with that implied by the Western European university model. Obviously, adopting the characterization “university” requires further analysis of a number of historical and legal terms describing “status” — their content and the ways in which these privileges and functions were understood, interpreted, and applied throughout the eighteenth century by both governments and representatives of the academic circles. Of course, we should remember that the eighteenth century marks the sunset of the “pre-classical university”, and therefore it is pointless to demand any “purity of the model”.

The identification and characterization of the main features of the academy (collegium) are closely associated with the delineation of the main phases and features of the transfer and adaptation of the “university idea” in Eastern Europe and the development of university education in the Russian Empire. A thesis has been voiced in recent historiography that there existed two vectors (or paths) of the transfer of the humanistic school and university idea into the Eastern European arena: south-western and north-western. Historically, the Orthodox academies and collegiums, created under the influence of Jesuit collegiums (universities), personified the south-western (chronologically earlier) vector of the advance of the European pre-classical university. Universities proper, which appeared in the Russian Empire in the second half of the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, represented the other, later vector (north-western), coming from the already largely “modernized” German universities.

In the context of the debates regarding the ways in which university ideas were transferred to the Eastern European lands, it is worth adding a few words about the variety of approaches to the periodization of the history of the Orthodox academy (collegium). For nineteenth- and early twentieth-century scholars it was based on key events in church history and the activities of individual hierarchs who headed these schools. In the Soviet era, socio-political developments and the emergence of secular schooling became the criteria of periodization. Still, at least some historians paid attention to the issue of internal

---

47 Important theoretical questions were raised during the work on the international project “Ubi Universitas, ibi Europa. Transfer and Adaptation of University Education in the Russian Empire,” sponsored by the German Historical Institute Moscow and Gerda Henkel Foundation (the author of this article was one of the participants). Several publications came out of the project: Feofanov A. M. Studenchestvo Moskovskogo universiteta XVIII — pervoi chetverti XIX veka. Moscow, 2011; Universitet v Rossiiskoi imperii XVIII — pervoi poloviny XIX veka / ed. by A. Iu. Andreev, S. I. Posokhov. M., 2012.
48 In the course of work on the project it was decided to name the vectors of transfer after wind directions (see Posokhova L. Iu. Transformatsiia obrazovatelnoi traditsii v Vostochnoi Evrope XVII–XVIII vv. // “Byt’ russkim po duku i evropeitsem po obrazovaniiu”: Universitei Rossiiskoi imperii v obrazovatelnom prostranstve Tsentraloi i Vostochnoi Evrope XVIII — nachala XX v. / ed. by A. V. Doronin. M., 2009. P.51; Universitet v Rossiiskoi imperii… P.13.
changes dictated by the logic of institutional development. As an important marker, they pointed to the fact that since the mid-eighteenth century the Orthodox academies and collegiums had been actively seeking ways of revitalizing themselves. Historians analyzed several plans for the transformation of Kyiv and Moscow academies, as well as Chernihiv, Kharkiv, and Pereiaslav collegiums, into “true universities”\(^49\). While these projects were not destined to happen, they reflected not only uncertainty concerning the path to be chosen and the basis on which universities were to be created, but also the local elites’ familiarity with the work of individual universities and the principles of their organization and functioning. This familiarity was the basis for the desire to have “real”, full universities.

The second half of the eighteenth century is important for the assessment of the nature of these educational institutions because during that period their instructional strategies began to reflect the achievements of early modern science. The curriculum was expanded, a number of “real” disciplines and new languages were included in it, and a transition was made to teaching the rational philosophy of Leibniz-Wolff. These developments show that the Orthodox academies and collegiums had the potential to become the basis for the creation of “full” universities. Compared to these institutions, the “pre-classical” Western European university does not appear a fundamentally different phenomenon — rather, it looks like the form that the Orthodox academies and collegiums had approached by the middle of the eighteenth century, having completed a historical trajectory of their own.

Thus, throughout the existence of the Orthodox academies and collegiums up to the beginning of the nineteenth century, two alternative paths of their possible transformation can be outlined: one is their conversion into “full-scale” (modernized) universities, and the other — their reorganization into estate-based professional establishments for the training of clergy\(^50\). The second option eventually became a reality. The academies and collegiums were turned into higher and secondary theological educational institutions — theological academies and seminaries — and filled the corresponding niche in the modernized educational system of the Russian Empire as it emerged in the early nineteenth century. The theological school reform that began in the Russian Empire in 1808 became an integral part of the overall changes in the sphere of education. It aimed at the professionalization of theological education and unification of theological schools and altered all the parameters of the model of the eighteenth-century Moscow and Kyiv Academies and collegiums.

Modern historiography has come a long way in rethinking the phenomenon of the Orthodox academy/collegium. We can assert that research and thinking in this field have risen to a new level. Yet historiographical stereotypes are still quite often found in scholarly literature. Their existence is objective since specialized studies represent the “cutting edge of scholarship”, and it takes time for the wider academic community to absorb innovations. Nevertheless, in our view, focusing on the historiographical aspects of the

---


\(^{50}\) Posokhova L. Iu. Pravoslavnye collegiumy na peresechenii kultur, traditsii, epokh (konets XVII — nachalo XIX v.). P.434.
problem can give an additional push to the process of updating the general picture of the development of education and culture across the vast expanse of Eastern Europe.
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